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‘Star Trek:’ The new
crew, reviewed
With the latest movie, a new
cast of actors takes on the familiar characters. Here’s a look
at who’s running the Enterprise
bridge:
ge

Capt. James T. Kirk

*7# 2 Dynamic leader of men,
romancer of women, foiler of
no-win scenarios.
:0/&?" .& ,89?%+ 2 William
Shatner
:0/&?" .& ,%#(+ 2 Chris Pine
(“Smokin’ Aces,” “The Princess
Diaries 2”)

Mr. Spock

*7# 2 Cerebral science ofﬁcer
from Vulcan, where logic rules
over emotion (usually).
:0/&?" .& ,89?%+ 2 Leonard Nimoy
:0/&?" .& ,%#(+ 2 Zachary
Qu
(Sy on “Heroes”)
”)
Quinto (Sylar
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Don Henley of The Eagles.

Henley:
Life on
the long
road

Dr. Leonard McCoy

*7# 2 Kirk’s conﬁdant and
Spock’s sparring partner, he’s a
doctor, not a [ﬁll in the blank].
:0/&?" .& ,89?%+ 2 DeForest
Kelley
:0/&?" .& ,%#(+ 2 Karl Urban
(“The Lord of the Rings,” “The
up
cy”)
Bourne Supremacy”)

*$(!) # The Eagles’
co-frontman answers
questions posed by The
Salt Lake Tribune.
Cmdr. Montgomery
Scott (“Scotty”)

By DAVID BURGER

The Salt Lake Tribune

Don Henley doesn’t like the
news media.
If you listen to his songs,
such as “Dirty Laundry,” from
his 1982 solo album, that’s not
much of a surprise. The thing
is: Henley, the co-frontman
of the Eagles, doesn’t need to
pander to music critics, because he’s part of one of the
most popular rock bands of all
time. The Eagles’ “Their Greatest Hits (1971-1975)” has sold
more than 29 million copies
and ranks as the best-selling
album in American history.
Some of the band’s songs
from the 1970s — “Hotel California,” “Life in the Fast Lane,”
“Take It Easy,” “Tequila Sunrise” and “Lyin’ Eyes” — serve
as a soundtrack to the era. Just
one example of how the Eagles’ songs have been woven
through pop culture: An entire
plotline of “Seinfeld” revolved
Please see HENLEY, E11

The Eagles
-9?% 2 May 9 at 8 p.m.
-9?>? 2 Rio Tinto Stadium,
9256 S. State, Sandy
17$3?8; 2 $50-$175, at www.riotintostadium.com or 801-7272700
=!?%7%< /$8 2 Michelle Branch
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Summer +
music =
Park City
)/47" *6><?> 2 Mark
your calendar for the music weekend of July 11-12,
with Park City hosting the
Roots Rock Reggae Fest,
as well as the annual Jazz
Festival.
5?/" 89? .0#< 2 Online at
blogs.sltrib.com/burger

*7# 2 Engineering “miracle
worker” whose engines will
give you all they’ve got.
:0/&?" .& ,89?%+ 2 James Doohan
:0/&?" .& ,%#(+ 2 Simon Pegg
(“Shaun of the Dead,” “Run
Fatboy Run”)

ONE FASTMOVING
ENTERPRISE
&%"!%' # ‘Star Trek’
breathes new life into a
classic science-ﬁction title.
By SEAN P. MEANS

The Salt Lake Tribune

Kicking the rust off the good ship
Enterprise and a 42-year-old franchise, the 2009 model “Star Trek” is
fast, sleek and tightly constructed —
a well-made vessel that, for all its upgrades, remains true to the space-faring characters we know and love.
“Star Trek,” which captures the
epic adventures of the heroic James
T. Kirk, cerebral Mr. Spock and the
rest, is often called a “classic” of science ﬁction. But to be a classic, in the
Shakespearean sense, the work has to
have life beyond the work’s original
actors. Thankfully, this cast meets
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Longtime Trekkie
takes on the reboot

The science-ﬁction “classic” gets
an action-packed reboot that
should satisfy Trekkies and newbies alike.
-9?>? 2 Theaters everywhere.
-9?% 2 Opens today.
5/87%< 2 PG-13 for sci-ﬁ action
and violence, and brief sexual
content.
56%%7%< 87'? 2 126 minutes.

Old-school “Star Trek” fan
Vince Horiuchi gives his logical
thoughts on the new ﬁlm. › E2

Star Trek

that challenge.
As Captain Kirk, Chris Pine won’t
make you forget the lusty bravado of
William Shatner (before he became
a self-caricature in Priceline ads and
“Boston Legal”), but he brings his own
Please see TREK, E2

Visit an alien world
a few hours away
Read how the “Star Trek” ﬁlm
crew turned San Rafael Swell
into Spock’s homeworld. › E2

Original series looks
brand new in ‘Blu’
Vince Horiuchi’s review on the
“Star Trek: The Original Series,
Season One” Blu-ray set › E16

Lt. Cmdr. Hikaru Sulu

*7# 2 A helmsman who’s as adept with a fencing foil as a starship’s controls.
:0/&?" .& ,89?%+ 2 George
Takei
:0/&?" .& ,%#(+ 2 John Cho
(“Harold & Kumar”)

Lt. Uhura

*7# 2 An expert in alien languages, and the one person on
the bridge wearing a miniskirt.
:0/&?" .& ,89?%+ 2 Nichelle
Nichols
:0/&?" .& ,%#(+ 2 Zoë Saldana (“Vantage Point,” “Guess
Who”)

Ensign Pavel Chekov

*7# 2 Wunderkind Russian navigator — if only he could pronounce the letter “v.”
:0/&?" .& ,89?%+ 2 Walter
Koenig
:0/&?" .& ,%#(+ 2 Anton
Yelchin (“Charlie Bartlett“)
– Sean P. Means

